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With only three weeks between meetings, another Stardust deadline approaches all too rapidly. 

ShirLee is stilI away in smoggy California, so I have (been) volunteered to fiII her normal space here 
with a few cheery words. 

As I write, the spectacular colours of October have all too quickly been covered up with the first 
sprinkle of snow. The crisp autumn air is enlivened by the occasional bitter breath from the north. The 
clocks have been reversed to "normal" time and darkness falls during the supper hour. After months of 
that annoying daylight, we stargazers have reclaimed the evening hours as our personal domain. Not 
only is the universe unfolding as it should, we can actually see it doing so! 

I'd like to take a higher power view of some of the stars in our "local group". First of all, hats 
off to Harris Christian for doing an outstanding job editing his first two issues of Stardust. Harris has 
tackled a daunting job with enthusiasm, new ideas, and hard work which has more than compensated for 
his lack of previous experience. The transition from Randy Pakan's accomplished stewardship has been 
almost seamless. (Now do you forgive me for missing another deadline, Harris?) 

A tip of the cap should also go to Mrs. Christian. In addition to putting up with Harris, Karen 
provides substantial assistance in typing, formatting and proofreading articles. Once Stardust has gone 
to the printers, Mel and Betty Rankin devote several hours to collating, stapling, addressing, delivering 
and/or mailing the issues. The Christians and Rankins together spend many hours each month performing 
mundane chores which are transparent to the reader, but which are essential to a successful publication. 

Stardust itself continues to sparkle with top notch content. I have been pleased to see a number 
of new contributors in recent issues, complementing the existing "hard core" writers with quality articles 
of interest and substance. Keep up the good work, people. And for those of you who have never written 
an article, if you have an interesting observation or experience, Stardust is your vehicle to tell us about it. 

Kudos also to Richard Vanderberg and Sharon Tansey for their hard work in revitalizing our 
library. Richard and Sharon have put in many hours behind the scenes in reorganizing, cataloguing, and 
archiving our existing collection. Richard has also been the driving force behind the acquisition of many 
new titles which have brought the library up to date and made it an even more valuable resource to our 
members. The idea (Randy's?) of conducting book reviews in Stardust, of older books that have 
assumed the status of "hidden treasures", was an inspired one. And of course, thanks to the many 
members who have donated books and/or software to the Edmonton Centre. 

New Member Advisor Barry Nonay has welcomed a good number of incoming members and 
visitors into our midst at our first two meetings of the 96/97 year. The "one room school" atmosphere of 
our meetings can be a little intimidating to the newcomer, but Council tries to ensure that substantial 
chunks of each meeting are accessible to everyone. We are acting on the suggestion made by at least 
three different people after my September talk, to present a "Constellation of the Month" feature at each 
general meeting. The idea is to have different individuals, both experienced and relatively novice 
observers, do a 5-10 minute presentation of a current constellation. Volunteers are invited to approach 
Barry before he approaches you. 

The Edmonton Centre, RASC has lots to offer folks just becoming interested in astronomy. 
Besides tangible things like the library, loaner scopes, and the Observatory program, we have many 
veteran members with a wealth of experience and knowledge which they are happy to share with others. 
Anybody with suggestions as to how we can make our club more user-friendly to beginners is invited to 
speak freely with Barry, myself or any representative of Council. 

Finally, Astronomy Week ' 97 has been tentatively scheduled for March 28-April 6. More on this 
later. For now, mark your calendar - and if you haven' t got one yet. the beautiful RASC Observer's 
Calendar 1997 is available at tonight's meeting! 

Clear skies and good observing. 
- Bruce McCurdy 
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· .. editorial: 
A CA.PRlcious Evening In Red Deer 

Often accused of being one to literally bathe a conversation in the esoteric while promoting a 
state of interactive digression, I thought I'd try something a bit different this time. Close your eyes and 
picture yourself about halfway between Calgary and Edmonton. Picture yourself as a person in a hotel 
parking lot with a telescope, at night. Now imagine that the reason that you're there (at the Capri 
Centre, in Red Deer), with your colleagues, is because of a workshop. That was the scenario for me in 
mid-September, which I will be describing for you in this editorial. Besides being of interest to the 
public education types in our Club, I hope that members may consider sharing similar experiences in 
Stardust. The easiest thing to write about, is what you know. Why not begin with a personal observing 
event? 

Right now though, you should know that the efforts of two new contributors, George Maher 
and Norma Chambers, are found within this November issue. Welcome aboard, folks! For those who 
indulge in mental gymnastics, Dave Robinson presents a perplexing puzzle, but with a difference! He 
offers up two Robinson homemade brews for the first two correct answers, with one brew per (Dave
certified) correct answer. Knowledge has never tasted so good. Hats off to Dave! 

Now, back to the evening in Red Deer. My work group planned an agenda for this event which 
included items ranging from housing policies to social assistance reviews. The two evenings during the 
workshop off~red relaxation activities, but were still unstructured enough to accommodate individual 
preference. For those dragging along telescopes, free nights represent one of the few opportunities to 
share the night sky with folks that you work with every day. The weather gods dictated that the first 
evening would not be in favour of astronomers, but rather present a unique chance for those interested 
in observing both clouds, and rain. Night number two, the last evening of our stay, finally produced 
what Arnold Rivera at the Alberta Star Party described as "sucker holes" - clear patches of sky which 
irresistibly draw optimistic observers! By about 7:50 p.m., there really was enough of a clearing trend 

. to warrant setting up the scope on a green belt in the hotel parking lot. With the able assistance of a 
hotel security person, I soon lugged out all the observing paraphernalia from the sub-basement (secure) 
area. After the mandatory search in the grass for a fumbled hexbolt which secures the eyepiece in my 
finderscope, I was set up and ready. One initial, small problem that immediately occurred to me, was 
that I was alone! On the way to Red Deer, the chief promise utilized to convince my driving partner to 
wedge a 12.5" dobsonian into the company vehicle, was to show him something that he had never seen 
before. So there I was, all dressed up and no place to go .... 

After dashing into the lobby and convincing another co-worker that -9 is not too chilly when 
offered an opportunity such as this, I was in business. That initial person not only returned with his 
wife, but started a communication which produced fifty-some individuals over a 2.5 hour period. Co
workers, hotel staff, guests, cowboys, and even Realtors attending a seminar, all converged and enjoyed 
the sights. We were able to catch Jupiter, Saturn, M's 31, 52 and 57, and the Moon, while <lodging the 
clouds, parking lot lights, and a sixteen story building. Everyone seemed to enjoy their views, talking 
aloud with each other and sharing impressions of what they had seen. A line protocol was quickly 
established by the group which brought repeat viewers back again and again for views of different 
objects. The end of the evening was heralded by temperature chills, and the inevitable clouds. Two 
grateful viewers helped me to carry the scope up a flight of stairs to my room. The next morning 
brought an announcement of group appreciation, plus the promise to include observing as an agenda 
leisure activity at next year's workshop! A perfect "nightcap" after a CAPRIcious evening in Red 
Deer .... 

- Harris 
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Won't be able to describe your observing conquests during the official observing session last November 
8/9. It seems like someone accelerated the reasonably scheduled meeting and Stardust date. (Never 
give a vice-prez too much free reign.) 

In this column, I've tried to write about the members who have ventured out to observe, 
because it's from these people, beginners and experienced alike, from whom we derive our enthusiasm, 
and from whom our Centre derives its energy. By the way, has anyone seen the prez or vice-prez at 
Blackfoot on the club nights? It would be nice to add the aura of their shining personalities to that of 
the omnipresent aurora. 

Picked up the Centre's 18" for the last session. I've seen dusty and dirty mirrors before, but 
I've never seen one streaked with chewable solids! I had put a ventilation hole in the bottom of the 
mirror box. Please, use the lid and a tarpaulin when securing the scope overnight. 

On December 1, 1996, comet c/1995 01 Hale-Bopp will pass less than a third of a degree from 
the faint globular cluster NGC 6535 in the constellation Serpens. This condensed cluster is 10.6 
magnitude. It's stilI a long time 'till March 22, 1997, when HB passes close to Earth (1.3 astronomical 
units). It may be a respectable comet, but I can't see it having the overall presence of Hyakutake. It's 
still likely to be a nice one, though. 

Look for major activity from the Leonid meteor shower which should peak on the night of 
November 17/18. Minor activity can also be expected from the Northern Taurids (up to November 12 
according to the RASC Handbook); the Alpha Pegasids in the first half of November, and the Andromidids 
on November 14/15. 

Given our clubs scientific record on grazing events (we are batting .000), I hesitate to mention 
that we could have a graze occultation of Aldeberan on November 25 at 1700 hrs U .T. 

You-can't-win-department: What chance has our Light Pollution Committee? They thought 
they were dealing with plaid-jacketed used car lot operators, and new, mega-casinos. Now they must 
deal with the ill advised, but well meaning Neighbourhood Watch. In Oct. 27' s Edmoflfon Journal, this 
fine organization extolled everyone to turn on all their outdoor lights for their annual "Light Up the 
Night" event. It seems they actually believe that this will find off criminals! Don't they realize that 
"lighting up" for one night repels criminals as effectively as it repels Halloween witches and goblins 
four nights later? 

Ex-Stardust Editor Randy Pakan, may be putting his magnificent 16" f/5 reflector on the 
market for something more portable. This scope has probably had more exotic photons pass along its 
light path than most others. Convince Randy to part with the "red beast" and you will be a very happy 
camper. 

Attention Membership 

When renewing RASC annual membership to the University of Toronto Press (UTP), DO NOT 
include the GST. 

- M.e. Ra1lkill 
Treasurer 
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The Association of Invisible Nebulae and Things 
Nobody Observes Presents: 

Note: This list is intended for visual observers 
only. No awarding of a certificate otherwise. 
Certificates will be awarded for a successful 
observation of one object from the list (or in the 
case of Larry Wood, all 200 objects !). 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 

Lunar mascon 
3 degree Kelvin background radiation 
Footprints on the Moon 
Chevron formation on Miranda 
Sunspots on Rigel 
Venera I on Venus 
Mare Moscoviense 
Veil Nebula's progenitor star 
Ithaca Chasma on Tethys 
Mendenhall's unphotographic nebula 
Uranian moons Cordelia, Ophelia or 
Bianca ' 
Cygnus X-I 
An extra solar system planet 
Oort Cloud 
Rings of Uranus 
Your choice of: Blue arc in galaxy 
cluster 2242-02 in Aquarius (gravity 
lens crescent) or blue arc lensed in 
Abell 370 
Spokes in the Cartwheel Galaxy 
Algol's companion star 
The crater Stickney 
Visual eruptions of Pele on 10 
Geminga 
The bridge between Ambartsumiam' s 
Knot and NGC 3561 

23. Craters on Titan 
24. Aphrodite Terra or Alpha Regio 
25. Resolve 1989 PB's binary nature 
26. Craters on Mimas 
27. Nemesis Star 
28. The Great Attractor 
29. 12th Moon of Saturn (Helene) 
30. Central Star of the Bug Nebula 
31 . The "G" Ring of Saturn 
32. The light bridge of Stephan's Quintet 

and NGC 7331 

34. 
35. 

36. 
37. 
38. 

39. 
40. 
41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 

46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 

50. 
51. 
52. 

53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 
61. 

62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 

69. 
70. 

(lC 4604) 
Any 29th mag blue galaxy 
Snickers (galaxy closest to the Milky 
Way) 
Andromeda 3 
3C 273's Jet 
The lensing galaxy of Q0957 + 561 A 
& B, or the astigmatism 
The heliopause 
Sagittarius A West 
SS 433's Jets and W 50 AND observe 
whether SS 433 is coming or going 
M57's outer halo 
NGC 7293's outer halo 
The Galaxy Cluster in NGC 7293 
Any galaxy within I degree of the 
Horsehead Nebula 
A star in each eye of M97 
A neutrino 
Comet Levy-Rudenko 
A .001 arc second double star at least 
10 degrees from the ecliptic 
Each component of the Castor system 
Any 9.5 mag star naked eye 
Sample trench from Viking I or 2 
lander 
A proto star 
An elliptical galaxy seen naked eye 
S Andromedae 
The coma of 2060 Chiron 
Mutual phenomena of all four Galilean 
moons (from the east) 
Hot spot on the accretion disk of a 
cataclysmic variable 
Transit of an asteroid across Earth's 
moon 
Abell 370 
Suspected variable 201 in Palomar 
14 (determine the lightcurve) 
The black hole in M87, or in NGC 6240 
B Cassiopeiae 
Illuminating star of NGC 3132 
The 3 quasars surrounding NGC 3842 
The dogleg jet of NGC 1097 
The counterjet in M87 
The protoplanetary system around Beta 
Pictoris 
The Egg Nebula's shell 
Your choice of: Abell galaxy cluster 
2390's blue arclets, or Abell cluster 
1689's blue arclets, or Abell 2218's ...,3""3",,..' _-,Colour in Rho Ophiuchi Star Cloud 
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arcs 
71. The companion to V616 Monocerotis, 

aka A0620-00 
72. The Backdoor Nebula (MBM 53) in 

Pegasus 
73. PSR 1744-24A in Terzan 5 
74. The Black Widow pulsar 
75. 17th brightest star in Grindlay I 
76. The illuminating star of NGC 3132 
77. Globular 132 in M31 
78. A 37 minute 46 second young Moon 
79. Three supernovae simultaneously in 

one galaxy 
80. Gliese 569B 
81. Einstein's Ring MG 1131 + 0456 
82. Vernal Equinox 
83. Pioneer 10 
84. Resolve Huchra's Lens (Einstein's 

Cross) 
85. A naked eye Messier Marathon (at least 

100) 
86. Any supernova in the central parsec 

of a Seyfert galaxy 
87. The jovian aurora 
88. 10 sulphur torus 
89. Observe and draw at least 400 galaxies 

in the Corona Borealis cluster 
90. Planetary nebulae in M81 
91. Planet X 
92. Sun glint off Voyager 1 
93. Dr. Frank's microcomets 
94. Dwingleloo 1 
95. Optical counterpart of any gamma ray 

burst (no space junk, please) 
96. Observe the bimodal quasi-oscillatory 

and spectral behaviour in Scorpius X- I 
97. Observe simultaneous Aurora Borealis 

and Aurora Australis 
98. "Simultaneous solar transits of Mercury 

and Venus 
99. Observe any two asteroids colliding 
100. The arrow that points to Pluto 

YOU WILL NEED CLEAR SKIES 

Association Representatives: Barbara Wilson or 
Larry Mitchell 
Source: Webb Society journal (October 1992), 
and submitted by: 

Most of us can spout off a few fundamental 
numbers about our solar system and, if put to the 
test, could even crudely estimate them by long 
term observation. But it' s unusual to come face 
to face with those figures. 

I've known for a long time that the Moon's 
phases run their course in roughly 29.5 days . 
Thanks to the Handbook, in the late seventies I 
memorized that the orbital period is only 27.3 
days. In this shorter synodic month, the Moon 
returns to the same starry background. In the 
meantime, the Earth has orbited the Sun a bit, 
leaving the point opposite the Sun devoid of the 
Moon. Luna needs a couple of extra days of Earth 
orbit for it to line up once more with the Sun. In 
the 20 years I've been observing, I've never actually 
seen this with my eyes. 

On Wednesday October 23, I was walking 
in a parking lot with Bruce McCurdy after an 
incredible ear and brain bending c,oncert featuring 
tabla and a 19-string modified guitar. Before our 
eyes high in the southeast lay the stark white -
not quite full - Moon. It glared prominently a 
few degrees above the soft peach radiance of 
Saturn. 

It just so happened that one month earlier 
we watched the full Moon be totally eclipsed, 
hanging similarly above Saturn. I was immediately 
struck by the rather obvious difference in lunar 
phases. Last month's was full, but tonight's was 
an easy 2 days before full, a fat, gibbous disk. 
In a millisecond I experienced what the Handbook 
had told me and I had accepted at face value. 

Even a week later, I still find the 
observation a deeply moving one. Why it's never 
hit me before I don't know. It's scary to realize 
that the Aztecs had a better handle on naked eye 
moonwatching than I. 

- Bruce McCurdy - Alister Ling 
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This year's Perseid Meteor Shower was 
an event I'll not soon forget. First of all, it was 
unusual because I was viewing it far away from 
the city lights. I spent the summer working in 
Bonnyville, which is about three hours away from 
Edmonton. Since it is so far away from the city, 
there is very little light pollution. 

Because of work, I was unable to watch 
the shower on the night that it peaked. Instead, I 
headed out for dark skies on Friday, August 9th, 
leaving my apartment on foot, around 9:45 that 
evening. My first destination was a nearby 
schoolyard that bordered an empty field. I thought 
"terrific, no lights"! Wrong .... . the farmer who 
owned the adjoining field decided to ride around 
on his quad in the dark. The 'headlights were 
driving me crazy, so I decided to hike to the other 
side of Jessie Lake (south of Bonnyville). On 
my way there; I encountered a woman who was 
trying to round up her three cats for the night. 
She asked me what I was doing (I guess I looked 
rather strange carrying a tripod, camera and 
backpack at 11:00 p.m.). After I explained about 
the meteor shower, she mentioned that she had 
read about it in the newspaper that morning, and 
also that her brother-in-law is really into astronomy. 
I attempted to catch her cats, but apparently 

they also wanted to spend the night outside. I 
continued on my way, with a parting warning 
from the lady to be careful out by the lake. I'm 
still not sure if she was warning me about animals 
or humans. 

I finally arrived at Jessie Lake about ten 
minutes later. I started walking on the asphalt 
bike path. The path went between some trees 
and that's when I looked up at the sky. The only 
word I could say was "WOW"! In all my life I 
have never, ever, seen the Milky Way as bright 
as it was that night. It was absolutely incredible! 
I continued walking across the bridge to the 

other side of the lake, nearly tripping several 
times because I was staring up at the sky. I decided 
to head towards one of the two bird-watching 
towers. I then climbed up the tower, set my camera 
facing south, and waited for the show to begin! 
Since it was a couple of days before the peak of 
the shower, I honestly didn't expect to see many 

meteors. However, because of the unusually dark 
skies, I was able to observe over twenty in the 
first hour. Around 1:00 a.m., the meteors slowed 
and the aurora took over in the northern sky. I 
took a few "neat" photos of the aurora over 
Bonnyville from my vantage point atop the nine 
metre high bird-watching tower. The aurora was 
soon overshadowed by a thunderstorm along the 
eastern horizon. I watched all of this, listened to 
the howling coyotes, and kept an eye out for more 
meteors. Some time after 2:30 a.m., a really bright 
light in the northeast drew my attention. I thought 
it was a spotlight on a farm, but then noticed that 
it was rising. It was, of course, Venus! Meanwhile, 
the thunderstorm moved into the south, a flock 
of ducks started quacking and more meteors fell. 
A few minutes later, the crescent moon followed 
Venus into the sky. At that point, I was really 
enjoying my night outside. Every time I started 
to get bored, something new popped up. It was 
inspiring! I felt like writing a poem. 

Then the bats came - three of them
swooping and swirling all around me! The night 
quickly lost its charm. I ran down the steps to 
the bottom of the tower and crouched on the ground, 
trying really hard not to scream as they dive
bombed me! 

Eventually, the bats decided to leave me 
alone and things settled down. The rest of the 
night passed pretty uneventfully. I did witness 
one bright fireball around 4:30. It skimmed the 
northern horizon and lasted so long that I had 
actually started to count the seconds out loud 
before it burned out. Around 5:00 the effects of 
no sleep started to kick in, so I decided to start 
walking home. As I watched the sun come up, I 
witnessed one more meteor streak across the blue 
sky. In all, I counted 60 Perseids, 20 sporadics 
and lots of satellites. One meteor even managed 
to streak across the exact point in the sky where 
my camera lens was aimed. I thoroughly enjoyed 
that night (even the bats). 

- Norma Chambers 

When not writing Stardust articles, Norma is 
a geomatics student at NAIT. She is currently 
taking an astronomy geomatics course and 
observes the night sky with lOxSO binoculars. 

- Ed. 



OBSERVATORY VOLUNTEERS 

Please note that with the return to Standard Time, Observatory 
hours of operation have reverted to winter hours, namely 7:30 
to 11:00 p.m. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evening, and 1:00 
to 4:30 p.m. Sunday afternoon. The hours can, of course, be 
extended at the convenience of the volunteers/observers. A 
reminder that the usual temperature cut-off is -15 C., or 
the equivalent in wind chill. 

All members are warmly invited to drop in for a look through 
our 7-inch Starfire refractor and the other telescopes during 
any of the above times. 

A MESSAGE FROM THE 
TREASURER, RASC 
EDMONTON CENTRE 

Members are encouraged to 
purchase copies of the "Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada 
Observer's Calendar 1997". 
They are useful, informative 
and make great gifts for the 
holiday season. pick up your 
copy now, whi Ie we have a 
surpl us supply on hand. 

M.C. Rankin, Treasurer 

Pictured at right - A view 
of the Moon at last quarter, 
showing MARE NUBIUM and the 
area of the craters Pitatus 
and Hesiodus. 

(pg. 22 - Atlas of the Moon 
by Antonin Rukl) 

- Bruce McCurdy 
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Do you remember a year ago, Nov. 95, 
when Richard announced the list of wonderful 
books he was ordering, and how we all anticipated 
their arrival? Well, this has been some year. 
After many frustrations, Richard engaged Greg 
Blundel from Sirius Science & Nature to order 
them for us and, last spring, several did arrive. 

This fall, several more arrived. This month 
we add to the library: 

Atlas of Compact Groups of Galaxies by 
Paul Hickson 

The Supernova Search Charts & Handbook 
The Observer's Guide to Astronomy -

Vols. J & 2 - Patrick Martinez, ed. 
Observing Comets, Asteroids, Meteors, 

& the Zodiacal Light by Edberg & Levy 
The Guide to Amateur Astronomy by 

Newton & Teece 
Guide to the Sun by Phillips 
The Guide to the Galaxy by Henbest & 

Couper. 
Sirius had little luck with The Alchemy 

of the Heavens by Ken Croswell, so we snatched 
up the last copy in Science Magic and it is now 
in the library. The Deep Space CCD Atlases are 
still proving elusive and are not in the library. 
Star Testing Astronomical Telescopes by Harold 
Suiter was left off Sirius' order list and we have 
been waiting in vain. I will reorder. Unusual 
Telescopes by Peter L. Manly (I hope this book 
comes in before Michael Suchocki reads this) 
did arrive at Sirius and was inadvertently placed 
onlheir shelves and sold. However, a replacement 
is on order from my local book store and hopefully 
will arrive soon. 

As mentioned at the last meeting, George 
Maher was able to secure Burnham's Vol. J for 
our library and we (successfully) purchased Touring 

the Universe Through Binoculars by Philip S. 
Harrington. 

Since it has been' so much fun getting 
these books, I have compiled a list for council's 
approval of new purchases, including an additional 
Messier Album, ASlrophotography for the Amateur 
by Michael Covington (recommended by Ben 
and Murray), and a few replacements for missing 
books. 
We have also compiled a list of books to be culled. 
Many thanks to Dennis Roy for going through 

every book in the library with Richard and me. 
Dennis has probably read more titles in our library 
than anyone and was, therefore, drafted into much 
appreciated, very able, assistance. Beginning at 
either the November or December meeting -
depending on w.hether there is time for council to 
approve our selections - the culled books will be 
offered to the membership. There won't be a 
charge for your selections, but we do ask that 
you take only one at a time, to enable all members 
to have a chance for at least one. There will be a 
list by the books and we ask that you sign for 
your selection. 

Finally, the questionnaire. Please take a 
minute to complete. We will use the results in 
deciding the fate of the periodicals, future purchases, 
and in determining our library policy. 

- Sharon Tansey 

Attached, is the above-mentioned 
questionnaire. Please return 

it to Sharon or Richard. 
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Questionnaire 

Periodicals 

To which magazines do you 
subscribe? 

_ Sky & Telescope 
_ Astronomy 
_ SkyNews 

What do you do with your past 
issues? 

_ keep 
discard 

_ pass on to others 

I would use a library of (please 
indicate): 

Sky & Tel: 
_ past issues _ current issues both 

Astronomy: 
_ past issues _ current issues both 

_ Deep Sky - past issues 

_ SkyNews 

_ I have no need of a periodical 
library. 

General 

Do you use the library? _ yes 
no 

Would you use the library for: 
_ general reference 
_ beginner reference 
_ test-driving books before 

purchase 
as an alternative to purchasing 

What categories would you use? 
_ atlases & catalogues 

comets 
cosmology 
deep sky 
equipment & telescope 
building 
extraterrestrial 
general astronomy 
history & biography 
observing . 
physics 
satellites & exploration 
solar system 
stars 
textbooks 
children's books 
archives 
astrophotography 



(Mel, please staple here) 

Congratulations ! 
If you are reading this, you must have already 
removed, completed and returned your 
questionnaire to Sharon or Richard and this 
page is now blank. 

Thank you for participating in this live and 
interactive library encounter. Well done! 

- Ed. 



The Grim Reaper dropped by my house for a quick strike, but wound up staying for a visit. So 
did a couple of ghosts, three Batmen, a coven of witches, and several of the Dracula Brothers. The 
occasion was, of course, Halloween; the attraction was my eight-inch telescope which I set up right by 
my front sidewalk to catch the numerous shadowy figures who populate neighbourhood streets on that 
particular night. Not my idea - I've yet to have an original one of those - but a very good one that I 
lifted from a letter to the editor of Sky & Telescope back in 1993 October. For the first year since then, 
it wasn't cloudy on All Souls' Night, so as darkness descended, I hauled out the scope. 

My primary target was Saturn, rising in the southeast and easily visible from my front gate. 
This drew the usual assortment of gasps, whistles, and exclamations, several repeat visitors, and a little 
"instant science". 

"Coo-ull!" was a standard comment, to which I would reply, "Darn right it's cool. The cloud 
top temperature of Saturn is almost 200 below zero!" I would demonstrate with a Saturn planet card 
and point out that "Saturn's rings are one of the flattest things known in nature. If you were to make a 
scale model the thickness of this card, it would be about a kilometer around. That's the distance from 
124 Street to Groat Road." I would direct people to look at Titan, and a couple of sharp-eyed kids were 
able to spot the tight pair of Tethys and Dione on the opposite side. 

Some of the most appreciative visitors were the bigger kids without candy bags, many of whom 
were convincingly disguised as Moms. Saturn, "the Jewel of the Solar System", is always popular 
among the distaff side. 

Saturn and Jupiter will be well-placed for the next several Halloweens before moving on, while 
the Moon, of course, comes and goes. However, the deep sky holds a number of showpieces that are 
always well-placed at this time of year. One young Jason took off his mask for a better look and 
convinced his dad to stay for a few minutes while I did a quick tour of the overhead sky. In rapid 
succession - ah, the beauty of Dobsonians! - I swept up the beautiful coloured doubles Albireo and 
Almach (gamma Andromedae), the Double Double, and Mizar. Next came the Ring Nebula, M13, the 
Double Cluster, and the Andromeda Galaxy with M32. All were easily seen in my eight-inch, even 
with the glare of a nearby streetlight. Finally, we peeked through the finder at the Pleiades, rising 
through the trees. Jason thought all of this was "wick-id!" ("Of course it's wicked. It's Halloween!") 
Dad seemed to be impressed, too. 

Of course, I thoroughly enjoyed myself also. During slower moments, I could imagine a 
conversation in neighbouring homes later that evening. "Say, Xerxes, you know that @#$%A&* weirdo 
who lives up the street? He doesn't eat kids after all. Turns out he actually likes them!" 

Besides the usual assortment of sugar-based products and a few shekels for UNICEF, kids left 
the McCurdy home with a couple of planet cards in their treat bags, and in many cases the memory of 
their first-ever view through a telescope. 

Halloween is a great time to do sidewalk astronomy, which I recommend to anyone with a 
scope who wants to open young eyes to a wider view of the universe. It's also an excellent chance to 
generate a little goodwill with your neighbours and talk to them about light pollution. It was well worth 
the three hours of my time and the minor inconvenience of cleaning facepaint and fingerprints from my 
eyepieces. I felt like such a pioneer that I decided to develop a Galileo costume for next year. As for a 
mask, no worries - with this face, who needs one? 

- Bruce McCurdy 



This is a different sort of astronomy program from 
the many fine planetarium-style programs out there. 
It is, in essence, a database with a custom set of 
searching tools. 

You need to pick a time and a place, then 
run the sun/moon ephemeris to check on the times 
of astronomical darkness. After that, it is a case 
of selecting the catalogs and other parameters 
needed to generate reports of what you would 
like to see, and how you want it sorted. Afterwards, 
I edit the report files that the program generates 
in my word process software (not necessary, but I 
like page numbers, etc.), and print the lists for the 
observing session. 

The catalogs can be searched according 
to type of object, magnitude limits, constellation, 
visibility, size, or within a specified radius of an 
equatorial position. The reports can be sorted 
according to constellation, right ascension, 
declination, magnitude (or relative brightness or 
opacity), angular size, rise time and set time. 
This program will be most useful to those who 
use setting circles or computer controlled telescopes, 
as the data presented in the reports is by coordinates 
only. There are no star charts provided . 
It would be relatively easy to use this program to 
find the objects visible from the observation site 
on a particular night, then using something like 
The Sky, MegaStar or Earth Centered Universe, 
to generate a star chart for star hopping. 

Catalogs available in Deep-Sky Planner: 

Abell Clusters of Galaxies (Abell, 1958) 
Catalog of HII Regions (Sharpless, 1959) 
Catalog of Bright Nebulae (Lynds, 1965) 
Catalog of Dark Nebulae (Lynds, 1962) 
Messier Catalog 
NGC 2000.0 (Sky Publishing, 1988) 
Strasbourg Catalog of Galactic Planetary Nebulae 
(Acker, Marcout, and Ochsenbien, 1980) 
Catalog of Reflection nebulae (van den Bergh, 
1966) 
Reference Catalog of Galactic Super Nova Remnants 
(Green, 1988, 1991) 
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies (Nilson, 1973) 

-Terry Nonay 

o 

This month, we have the brilliant jewel 
of Jupiter descending in the evening sky. Its butter 
yellow contrasts nicely against the twilight. Jupiter 
shows a 34" disk at a distance of 5.76 AU. Venus 
forms its morning counterpoint. Both Venus and 
Jupiter are getting farther away from us. Jupiter 
is falling behind and Venus is speeding away from 
us, headed for its January conjunction with the 
Sun. At the beginning of November, Venus is 
magnitude -4 and 13.4" in diameter. By the 
December meeting it will shrink to 11.6". Contrast 
this with Mars, which starts off at magnitude 1.1 
and 5.7", and by the December meeting it will 
have expanded to 6.9". Mars is well placed in 
the morning sky for observation. This month, 
Mars gets close enough to be worth observing. 
You will note its obvious gibbous phase and the 
north polar cap. If you follow it over the months, 
you will get to see the pole cap shrink and its 
disk become less gibbous. You may also get to 
see the north polar hood. Venus, on the other 
hand, is becoming less gibbous. Compare the 
two planets because they will have about the same 
phase at the beginning of December. 

Saturn is the real showpiece in the evening 
sky. It shines at magnitude 1.0 from its distance 
of 8.92 AU and shows a 18.6" disk. On the night 
of the 19th, the moon will be 6 degrees west of 
Saturn. 

If you have any interesting observations, 
please share them with me. Till next month, clear 
skies. 

- Murray Paulson 

We've done are-order: 

G.A. T-shirts @ $13 . 00 each (15 
remaining), and 
G.A. Sweatshirts @ $25.00 each 
(10 remaining). 

Call Murray Paulson @ 459-1168. 



Have you read any good astronomy books lately? Our club library has a wide variety of 
subjects to explore, and books may be borrowed or returned on meeting nights. A second source of 
books is the Edmonton Public Library, which has been able to add recently published books to its 
shelves, for your reading pleasure. A list of tities and authors can be found in the Main Library at 
index # 520 to 530. Here's just a sampling: 

Through A Universe Darkly, A Cosmic Tale Of Ancient Ethers, Dark Matters, And The Fate Of The 
Universe by Marcia Bartusiak (pictured above) 

Edwin Hubble, Mariner Of The Universe by Gale Christianson 

The Perfect Machine, Building The Palomar Telescope by Ronald Florence 

A Journey Through Time, Exploring The Universe With The Hubble Space Telescope by Jay Barbree 
and Martin Caidin 

Voyage To The Great Attractor, Exploring Intergalactic Space by Alan Dressler 

Galaxies: Structure And Evolution by R. J. Tayler 

Rocks From Space by O. R. (Richard) Norton 

Peterson Field Guides, Stars And Planets by Jay M. Pasachoff and Donald H. Menzel 

The Matter Myth, Dramatic Discoveries That Challenge Our Understanding Of Physical Reality by 
Prof. Paul Davies and Astro-Physicist John Gribbin. 

- George Maher 

I first had the pleasure of working with George as a fellow volunteer during the visit of 
Comet Hyakutake in March 1996. It was reassuring to see another (apparently normal) adult 
outdoors on those "warm" evenings. Since that time, I have appreciated volunteering with him 
at the Observatory on weekends. He makes a great spokesperson for our hobby. Thanks for the 
article George, and keep 'em coming. - Ed. 



For those members into celestial navigation, I have a couple of interesting observations 
AND fun calculations. During a discussion with Denis Boucher at the Mount Kobau '96 Star 
Party, the topic of Earth surface distance in relation to angular distance, just "came up" . For the 
unknowing or unwilling-to-know, a nautical mile along a line of latitude, is equal to one minute 
of arc, in latitude. One nautical mile is equal to 1.1515 statute ( or, " normal " ) miles. 

You can confirm this quite easily, by looking at a large scale map of Alberta and 
counting the section lines, which occur every statute mile. There are 69 for each degree of 
latitude. If you take 69 miles and divide it by 60, you will get about 1.15 statute miles per 
minute or, one nautical mile per minute. 

So ... Denis was right! You can determine nautical miles for North and South, if you 
know the latitude difference in minutes. However, the same doesn't hold true for longitude, 
unless you assume that the Earth is a sphere, and that you are at the Equator. 

Anyway, do you suppose that the phrase "a mile a minute" came from that relationship, 
and not from a speed of 60 miles per hour? Or, that 60 miles per hour at the Equator might 
explain the significance of speed limits being set arbitrarily at that figure? This puts a whole 
new twist on why our speed limits were set the way they were. 

So ... here's a mathematical puzzle for you. The four minute mile had some significance 
for Roger Bannister's era. I wonder if you can figure out at what latitude, four minutes makes 
a mile or, as in Bannister's case, at what point a five minute mile becomes four ...... ? 

Try the calculation for both nautical and statute miles. The solution is simple trigonometry. 
In the same vein and to keep Bob Drew happy ..... 
They say that sailors used to estimate speed by throwing a bucket overboard with a rope 

attached to it. The rope had knots in it. They would count the knots for one minute ( the turn 
of a one minute hourglass ), to determine the ship's speed in knots. 

Now, if knots are also defined as nautical miles per hour, and you are counting knots per 
minute, how far apart are the knots on the rope? Hint: a statute mile is 5,280 feet. 

For those with more arcane interests ( like Larry Wood ), calculate the length in rods 
and chains. Bob should do it in fathoms ! 

- Dave Robinson 
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